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Successful partner relationships underlie the ongoing success of RSA Security® and we are committed to strengthening and improving these relationships in every way possible. Similarly, we believe your affiliation with RSA Security grants you benefits that extend well beyond the sales value of individual products. The pillars that form the foundation of the RSA Security value proposition include:

> **Our vision:** Through outstanding technologies geared to protect online identities and digital assets, we serve as a business enabler for organizations worldwide and a vehicle for advancing e-security technology and promoting its adoption.

> **Our strategy:** Focused on key technological challenges—authentication, credential management, access management and data protection—RSA Security delivers real-world solutions that combine uncompromising security with ease of use.

> **Our leadership:** The unique position of industry leadership occupied by RSA Security gives customers confidence and trust in our solutions. With a 70% market share in strong authentication solutions, RSA Security is well positioned to meet business security demands.

> **Our added value:** Our channel business model provides strategic advantage, complimentary sales opportunities, and ongoing revenue streams, as well as offering the support of our Professional Services and Bids & Proposals teams.
RSA Security strives to instill confidence in the worldwide community of computer users—the confidence to transact business securely and to protect online identities and digital assets. These simple objectives represent the cornerstone of our business philosophy and help guide product development and shape our corporate goals.

### Extending Access

The nature of globalized business and e-commerce makes it essential for organizations to be able to extend access to information to a wider range of users than ever before—both inside and outside the walls of the organization. The types of users may include customers, mobile workers, trading partners, stakeholders, trusted consultants and others, all sharing a common requirement: the need for secure, private communication over the network.

### Contending with the Risk of Increased Access

A host of technological advances—including faster networks, intranets, extranets, portals, wireless connections and VPNs—boost productivity by providing flexible, round-the-clock access to network resources and information. This downside of this increased access is the threat of compromising vital information. The obvious threats include hackers, cyber-terrorists and identity thieves. The less-obvious threats include employees who disregard security policies and, occasionally, employees of competing companies.

RSA Security's expertise in protecting online identities and digital assets is recognized and valued throughout the industry. As a trusted partner of RSA Security, you can deliver solutions to your customers that employ industry-leading authentication techniques, capitalizing on the innovation and premium services that bring assurance to millions of user identities and the transactions they perform. We are committed to helping you provide the pre-eminent security products, technology and services that enable your customers to thrive.

### Realizing the Vision

By providing your customers with RSA Security solutions, you enable them to:

- Prove the identity of any application, person or device
- Give the correct rights, privileges and transaction approvals
- Solidify the integrity of credentials, application data and transactions
- Offer management and audit capabilities

With RSA Security, you can ensure that your customers have legitimate digital identities, that their business transactions are secure and that their online environments can be fully trusted and easily managed.
From the vantage point of end users—your customers—RSA Security technology solutions address the primary challenges faced by organizations, including:

> Ensuring that organizations know who they are doing business with
> Ensuring that users only access applications and information for which they have privileges
> Protecting online data both in transit and at rest
> Meeting compliance requirements
> Mitigating online business risk

The industry-leading technology solutions from RSA Security address these key challenges in the following ways.

**Authentication and Credential Management**

Solutions that address authentication and credential management let organizations develop and manage trusted identities through strong authentication and password management. RSA SecurID solutions validate that users are who they claim to be. RSA Sign-On Manager delivers enterprise single sign-on and integrates with RSA Security’s best-of-breed strong authentication technologies. RSA Digital Certificate Management solutions provide advanced techniques for securing data throughout the organization. With a wide range of solutions encompassing many different business requirements, RSA Security lets customers select a solution well suited to their needs.

**Access Management**

To keep staff members productive, organizations need to extend access to a wide range of resources and information across the network. They also need to secure the resources from unauthorized access. RSA Access Manager web access management software centrally manages large numbers of users while enforcing strict access policies. This approach protects web resources from unauthorized access and makes it easier for legitimate users to perform their work productively. RSA Federated Identity Manager is an enterprise-ready, standalone, identity federation solution. It enables enterprises to securely exchange user identities between internal business units, as well as with customers and partners. This lets users have essentially one identity and login across multiple enterprises.

**Data Protection**

Rather than a channel offering, RSA BSAFE is a data protection technology that developers incorporate into applications. RSA BSAFE encryption, signature and privacy technologies enable enterprises to protect data and secure critical business applications. This includes wireless and embedded applications, according to their own security rules and policies.

**Solutions for business**

Whatever the challenge, RSA Security can help you implement business solutions for some of the toughest business issues your customers are facing.

> Regulatory compliance
> Password management
> Mobile workforce security
> Portal and partner integration

**Commitment to Interoperability**

RSA Security standards-based products and technologies help organizations deploy new applications securely, while preserving corporate investments in legacy infrastructures. The well-respected RSA Secured® technology partner program provides a framework to advance interoperability between RSA Security applications and those of our RSA Secured partners.

For more information regarding the RSA Secured Partner Program, visit www.rsasecured.com.
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RSA Security’s Industry Leadership

Industry Leading Initiatives

The RSA algorithm software is embedded in the Secure Sockets Layers (SSL) used across the Internet and licensed by every major VPN provider internationally. A number of popular informational and research initiatives sponsored by RSA Security, including the RSA® Conference, draws thousands of e-security professionals from around the world each year. The RSA Laboratories Company Research Centre continues to work on the initiatives and technology enhancements that will forge the platforms for next-generation e-security.

Standards Development

With a long history of supporting industry standardization, RSA Security has also developed and donated a number of industry standards including public key cryptography standards (PKCS) and secure messaging (S/MIME). RSA Security builds solutions based on industry standards, ensuring the interoperability customers need to be successful in their e-business endeavors. Additionally, RSA Security keeps current on industry developments, taking active leadership roles in standards development initiatives with such standards bodies as OASIS, IETF and "WS-*" to ensure technical superiority and interoperability of our solutions. These efforts ensure that RSA Security customers get well-designed, interoperable solutions that integrate successfully in mixed networks and respond to real-world business requirements. For more detail on standards initiatives, visit www.rsasecurity.com/standards.

Seamless Solution Integration

Designed to integrate seamlessly into the heterogeneous infrastructures that many organizations use to conduct e-business, RSA Security collaborates with more than 1,000 industry pacesetters, including Microsoft, Oracle and Sun Microsystems. The RSA Secured technology program certifies products from leading infrastructure vendors that integrate effectively with RSA Security products or interoperate within particular environments.
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RSA Security’s Industry Leadership

Each time you propose an RSA Security solution to a customer, you are backed by a successful track record that spans 20 years and the strong reputation that RSA Security has earned during its history. Given the unrivalled understanding of identity and data protection challenges possessed by RSA Security, you can bring your customers exceptional solutions that solve practical business e-security challenges.

Customers

RSA Security serves more than 20,000 customers around the world, including 90 percent of the Fortune 100 companies and 70 percent of the Fortune 500. These customers span a wide range of industries, including e-commerce, financial services, government, healthcare, pharmaceuticals, biotechnology, aerospace, telecommunications, manufacturing, utilities and consumer applications. RSA Security owns a 70 percent market share in the strong, two-factor authentication market segment. Over 1 billion software units have shipped with RSA Security technology inside.

Worldwide Support and Service

With sales and 24 x 7 support offices in major international regions, RSA Security provides customers with timely responses to their requests and inquiries.

For more information regarding the RSA Security support services, visit www.rsasecurity.com/services.

Global Presence

RSA Security’s global presence encompasses nearly 50 countries. The RSA SecurWorld Partner Program brings RSA Security’s products to value-added resellers and distributors worldwide.

To view the latest news and discover the latest benefits available through the RSA SecurWorld Partner Program, visit www.rsasecurity.com/securworld.

Pioneers in Security Solutions

RSA Security, the inventor of the core security technologies for the Internet, has led the industry in providing strong authentication and encryption, bringing trust to millions of user identities and the transactions they perform. RSA Security's portfolio of award-winning identity and data protection solutions help businesses establish who is who online.
extends throughout all levels of the marketplace—from the enterprise CIO to the consumer concerned about identity theft. Any business that interacts online with consumers or customers is going to have a requirement for strong authentication.

To contend with this heightened awareness and meet future business challenges, strong authentication will increasingly be applied to a greater range of business transactions. All indications are that security will continue to play a decisive role in e-commerce and solutions that meet security challenges are likely to be successful in the market.

RSA SecurCare Maintenance

Maintenance can be a significant income opportunity for our Channel partners; over 80 percent of maintenance contracts are renewed. Use this opportunity to build ongoing revenue streams from customers.

RSA SecurCare Maintenance provides the coverage to help mitigate risk and maximize the long-term value of an RSA Security solution. RSA SecurCare maintenance includes:

- Free software updates.
- Access to RSA SecurCare Online—a free service for RSA Security customers with an active support contract, as well as resellers and partners. This interactive web-based resource helps you find answers to difficult technical questions.
- Expert and reliable telephone assistance from RSA Customer Support Centers.

Customer Support Center Details

- Local Customer Support Centers are based in Bedford, Massachusetts; Vancouver, British Columbia; San Mateo, California; Bracknell, United Kingdom; Sydney, Australia; Brisbane, Australia.
- For RSA SecurCare Extended customers, calls outside these hours are handled by an open Customer Support Center.
- When opening a new customer support case or inquiring about the status of an existing case, contact the Customer Support Center on the web through SecurCare Online at https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com or by calling 800-995-5095.

For further detail visit www.rsasecurity.com/node.asp?id=1068
RSA SecureCare Maintenance Options

Two RSA SecurCare Maintenance options accommodate different business and budget requirements. The basic RSA SecurCare program includes:

- Patch, maintenance and major releases of software at no additional charge
- Access to RSA SecurCare Online (separate registration required)
- Technical telephone support from 8:00am to 5:00pm local server time, Monday through Friday (except designated company holidays)
- Response time goal for non-critical issues is 4 hours

The RSA SecurCare Extended program includes:

- Patch, maintenance and major releases of software at no additional charge
- Access to RSA SecurCare Online (separate registration required)
- Technical telephone support 24 x 7 x 365
- Response time goal for non-critical issues is 4 hours
- Advanced API support (9 x 5)

Professional Services

Customers can benefit from the world-class e-security expertise of the RSA Security Professional Services team. RSA SecurWorld partners can profit from these value-added services as well. With a track record that includes some of the world’s most security-conscious organizations, the RSA Security Professional Services team can become an extension of your organization, helping customers launch e-security projects and create custom-tailored solutions to challenging environments.

When subcontracting this type of work through the RSA Security Professional Services team, RSA SecurWorld partners receive discounted pricing or a finder’s fee. The range of RSA Security Professional Services includes:

- Consulting on security-related issues, including secure enterprise access, identity and access management, best-of-breed transaction processing, secure access for the mobile workforce and related areas

Values and Benefits

The value and benefits of RSA Security Professional Services to partners include:

- Improved capabilities for delivering complete security solutions to customers with the backing of an experienced team
- Enhanced revenues by engaging customers earlier in the sales cycle to assess, plan and deploy security solutions
- Improved customer satisfaction through jobs that are handled right the first time, regardless of the complexities or challenges involved
- Reduced business risks by association with a capable team with the expertise to plan and deploy best-of-breed solutions to the exact requirements of your customers
- Competitive advantages in the industry through collaboration with proven experts in the e-security field

Extending Your Capabilities

RSA Security consultants can add a wide variety of new capabilities to security solutions using the comprehensive set of application programming interfaces (APIs) found in the RSA Security product suite. Our development team can add functionality for:

- Managing users, resources and entitlements
- Adding new authentication and authorization methods
- Integrating our technology with your existing user data repositories
- Developing other system capabilities, such as extended logging.

Using our award-winning RSA BSAFE toolkits, RSA Security Professional Services can also create unique security solutions tailored to meet emerging business requirements.
Pursuing new business within a complex, solution-oriented sales environment can be difficult. Typical difficulties can be made easier when you rely on the expertise of the Bid Team. With more than thirty years of combined experience, the Bid Team has delivered successful proposals for a wide range of industries, including information technology, financial services, government and defense.

Gaining full understanding the customer's requirements is an essential aspect of the bid process. Through meetings and discussions, analysis of the request for proposal (RFP) and evaluation of essential needs versus desirable features, the Bid Team can determine the factors most likely to close a business deal with a particular customer.

Bringing Key Resources to Bear
Much of RSA Security's success in the market has been due to close collaboration with our partners and a thorough understanding of the local needs of prospective customers—in terms of technical needs and business needs. This expertise can be applied to the process of creating proposals. When responding to a major RFP, the Bid Team resources that contribute to the proposal development include:

- Lead Service Engineer—Provides local knowledge of each customer's technical needs
- Product Management resources—Evaluates appropriate product capabilities and factors in the current technology roadmaps
- Strategic Partner—Contributes specialized customer knowledge and expertise about third-party applications that may apply to the solution
- Account Manager—Provides local knowledge of the customer's business needs
- Professional Services staff members—Help resolve integration issues and address project management concerns
- Bid Manager—Assumes responsibility for the bid preparation, for authoring content, for overseeing all active bids and making sure that best practices are applied throughout the process.
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RSA Security’s Value to Partners

Our organization has extensive experience in the implementation of database encryption, digital rights management and policy-based encryption—and in integrating these technologies with customer applications to create robust, custom security solutions. We’re also experts at porting our solutions to a wide range of customer environments—from mainframe COBOL environments to highly constrained embedded devices, such as digital signal processors (DSPs), mobile phones and PDAs. This custom functionality can play a critical role in extending your security solution, allowing it to integrate successfully with other infrastructure systems. You can also use our customization services to increase productivity by adding automation capabilities to a solution that help an organization capitalize on new business opportunities.

RSA Security Professional Services also assists in adding RSA product support to third-party or proprietary applications—either as a custom development effort or by providing expert consulting to your development team—helping custom applications as required.

Bids and Proposals
Through the proposal process, RSA SecurWorld Partners and RSA Security can target distinct market opportunities and establish goals where joint strengths and collaborative endeavors are likely to yield success for everyone involved, particularly in the area of solution sales.

Proposal writing represents a proven mechanism for generating solution sales, as compared with more limited individual product sales. Most enterprises and government organizations are accustomed to requesting bids for products and services and these types of requests can be professionally handled by the RSA Security Bid Management Team ("Bid Team"). Proposal writing can be an effective approach in a number of scenarios, including:

- Establishing terms in a price and delivery estimate
- Explaining the scope and breadth of a security solution to a customer
- Supporting a bid for a partner or reseller
- Responding to an Invitation to Tender or a Request for Proposal
- Responding to a Request for Information
- Developing an unsolicited proposal as a sales exercise

Through the RSA SecurWorld Partner Program, if you meet certain criteria you can put the services of the Bid Team to work on your behalf. The depth of experience and exceptional industry track record that have led RSA Security to the number one position in the e-security market can be harnessed to increase your success with new customers.
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RSA Security’s Value to Partners
The core team generally consists of a minimum of three staff members. The account manager provides essential knowledge about the customer. The lead systems engineer thoroughly understands the customer’s technical needs and communicates these needs as the proposal is developed. And, finally, the bid manager coordinates the process and extends the resources, as required. In some cases, a strategic partner brings an opportunity to light and if the partner owns the account, then the Bid Team works closely with the partner’s organization to craft an effective proposal.

**Prospect Qualification**

Bid preparation and proposal writing is an expensive proposition, so it is important that each prospect be well qualified. When presenting an opportunity, partners should be prepared to measure the prospect against a set of essential criteria to help us determine if an engagement is appropriate.

As part of the criteria for ensuring that the opportunity is likely to be successful, partners should ascertain if the prospect has a realistic budget and a genuine need which is understood. Is there a good fit with the technology that RSA Security offers? Are their other competitors being considered for the project (to help us determine the relative strengths and weaknesses)? Armed with this kind of information, the Bid Team can make an informed decision about the resources to apply and whether the bid has a reasonable likelihood of success.

To initiate the process, contact your RSA SecurWorld account representative and be prepared to provide as much detail about the prospect and the prospect’s needs as possible. We’ll work with you closely from the point at which the engagement is accepted to develop a proposal that has an excellent chance of convincing the customer and allowing you to capitalize on the opportunity.

**Bid Preparation Services**

Available bid preparation services include:

- **Prospect Qualification**: Helps establish customer requirements and qualifies prospects through budget assessment, business driver considerations and competitive analysis.

- **Bid/No Bid**: Formalizes the securing of a bid through a systematic review, strategy and direction, win theme development, resource commitment and official sign-off.

- **Tender Preparation**: Includes brainstorming, best-practice proposal management, storyboarding, persuasive authoring, graphics and similar services.

**Bid Submission**: Determines the most effective presentation method for a particular bid and includes production of materials. Maintaining high levels of quality control, this part of the process includes editing, printing, binding, sign-off and so on.

**Post-submission Processes**: Includes lobby plans, best and final offers (BAFOs), presentations, debriefing and other follow-up services to help ensure that the customer responds favorably to the submitted bid.

Within the bid processing time span, partners gain coordinated access to RSA Security resources to create an effective RFP response. This includes support from Professional Services, System Engineering, Product Management, Product Marketing, Contracts and Legal, Maintenance, Support and Training.

Bidding toolsets from the RSA SecurWorld Partner Program enable partners to quickly construct bids that stand a high chance of acceptance. These bidding toolsets include:

- A library of high-quality generic proposal templates
- Automated style sheets for consistent, repeatable quality
- Configuration control to enable detailed tracking of metrics
- Access to facilities for customer sessions and discussions

To take advantage of these opportunities, contact your designated RSA SecurWorld account representative early in the bidding process and share the necessary customer information. We can put our seasoned team behind your efforts and help create winning bids and proposals.
RSA Security excels in protecting online identities and digital assets. Built to work seamlessly and transparently in the complex environments of thousands of customers, the comprehensive portfolio of identity and access management (IAM) solutions from RSA Security lets customers capitalize on new technologies and gain competitive advantages in the marketplace.

RSA Security’s history of innovation and industry leadership, spanning more than 20 years, has led to ongoing relationships with more than 1,000 technology partners and produced an impressive list of award-winning products.

Two-Factor Authentication—a stronger approach to security

Two-factor authentication using time-synchronized tokens and smart cards—a key component of identity and access management strategies used in RSA SecurID solutions—delivers much stronger security than a single password. Identity and access management starts with a trusted identity. Only through full confidence in the identity of a person, site, device or business can an identity and access management strategy deliver on the full promise of e-security.

RSA SecurID Solution—an exceptionally interoperable investment

RSA SecurID, the world’s leading two-factor user authentication solution, has been deployed by thousands of organizations worldwide to protect digital assets and prevent identity theft. More than 15 million people around the world use RSA SecurID authenticators to access VPN and remote access applications, web servers, web-based applications, network operating systems and other corporate resources.

The RSA SecurID solution represents an exceptional investment for organizations with complex or mixed network environments. Because of unequalled industry support and an open-standards architecture, the RSA SecurID solution provides out-of-the-box security protection that works effectively with over 400 applications at no additional cost. Independent software vendors worldwide have embraced RSA SecurID technology and ensured their applications interoperate with ours, providing outstanding flexibility and substantial business value for organizations that rely on RSA Security products.

RSA Sign-On Manager—enterprise single sign-on

RSA Sign-On Manager provides a convenient approach to password management and enterprise single sign-on that does not compromise security. This solution can produce help desk cost savings, enhanced security and simplified access to corporate resources and applications that make end users more efficient. RSA Sign-On Manager lets customers leverage
existing RSA Security investments, such as RSA SecurID tokens or RSA Digital Certificates, combining a full range of security tools within a fully integrated, unified framework.

RSA Digital Certificate Management Solutions—a comprehensive approach to validation
RSA Security offers a variety of digital certificate management components, including RSA Keon Web Passport, RSA Validation Client, RSA Key Recovery Manager and RSA Certificate Manager, that work together seamlessly. This family of interoperable modules manages digital certificates and creates an environment for authenticated, private, and legally binding electronic communications and transactions.

RSA Access Manager Solution—policy-based access to web applications
The RSA Access Manager solution provides seamless, scalable integration within complex e-business infrastructures to open up resources to authenticated users while protecting sensitive resources against unauthorized access. This powerful productivity tool streamlines management of web access rights.

RSA Federated Identity Manager—secure exchange of user identities
The RSA Federated Identity Manager solution enables enterprises to securely exchange user identities among disparate internal business units and with customers and partners. Utilizing the latest industry standards, this solution incorporates widely adopted web services standards, including XML, SOAP, and SAML.

RSA BSAFE—software development toolkits
RSA Security encryption, signature and privacy solutions are one of the most widely used e-security software components in the world. Over one billion RSA BSAFE®-based applications are already being used to protect business transactions worldwide. RSA BSAFE software development kits (SDKs) provide high-performance security based on more than a decade of extensive engineering and cutting-edge cryptographic advancements.

The Company
www.rsasecurity.com
RSA Security (NASDAQ: RSAS) is the expert in protecting online identities and digital assets. The company invented the core security technologies for the Internet and continues to build on its 20 years of innovation. Built to work seamlessly and transparently in the complex environments of thousands of customers, the company’s comprehensive portfolio of identity and access management solutions—including a complete suite of authentication and web access solutions—is designed to allow customers to confidently exploit new technologies for competitive advantage.

RSA Security’s strong reputation is built on a history of ingenuity and leadership, proven technologies and long-standing relationships with more than 1,000 technology partners.

Web Seminars
www.rsasecurity.com/events/webseminars
These free RSA Security web seminars allow you to learn right from your desktop, at a time convenient for you. Register for upcoming web seminars on a range of e-security topics and also view archives of past events.

RSA Security News Center
www.rsasecurity.com/news.asp
Keep up to date with RSA Security’s latest breaking news, media releases, past news and background information.

Security Glossary
www.rsasecurity.com/glossary/
The RSA Security Information Security Glossary is offered as an aid to understanding current concepts and initiatives in the realm of Information Security. The terms were chosen based on their importance in understanding the solutions, services and products that RSA Security provides for its customers.

RSA SecurWorld Partner Program
www.rsasecurity.com/securworld
Membership in the RSA SecurWorld Partner Program confers a wide range of benefits and opens substantial opportunities for partners. continued overleaf...
RSA Secured® Solutions Directory and Implementation Guides
www.rsasecured.com

The RSA Secured Solutions Directory has long been a valuable resource for corporate IT and IS directors looking for security products, and the general Internet user who is concerned about e-security. The directory lists vendor products that have RSA BSAFE® encryption technologies included into their products and vendor products that are compatible with RSA SecurID, RSA Access Manager and RSA Digital Certificate technologies, as well as links to Implementation Guides for each individual product.

RSA Online
www.rsasecurity.com/go/rso hol_reg.asp

RSA Online is a comprehensive and evolving e-Business solution to provide our customers and business partners with industry-leading access to order information and RSA Security's product catalog over the web. This service is provided at no additional charge to select RSA Security enterprise customers and partners. Separate registration is required.

RSA Online offers:
> A personalized secure interface
> Real-time access to order-tracking and history information
> Quick and easy license lookups
> Proactive maintenance renewal notifications
> Same information used by RSA Security Customer Operations

RSA SecurCare® Online
https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com

RSA SecurCare® Online is a free service for RSA Security customers with an active support contract, as well as resellers and partners. This web-based customer support application can help you find answers to your most pressing technical questions. You must be registered with RSA SecurCare Online to use this service.

RSA SecurWorld Partner Portal
https://www.rsasecurworld.com

RSA SecurWorld partners enjoy a number of valuable benefits, including exclusive access to the Partner Portal. The Partner Portal offers extensive online information for all RSA SecurWorld programs and the latest sales and marketing tools, including sales presentations, training materials, logos and photographic downloads, access to collateral and other materials designed to help you generate sales and build awareness of your business.

Presentation Materials
The RSA SecurWorld Partner Portal offers highly effective, professionally designed presentation materials that drive home the key messages and enhance your sales efforts.

Sales Presentations in Microsoft® PowerPoint® format highlight product benefits and provide a guided tour through the most important sales points.

Customer case studies help your customers visualize how products may meet their specific requirements.

Datasheets provide the details that an IT group or CTO may need to authorize purchase of RSA Security products.

Leave-behinds offer a well-rounded, technically complete picture of our e-security products to help you close sales.

RSA SecurWorld Partner Locator
http://partnerfinder.rsasecurity.com/PartnerLocator/plhome.aspx

RSA SecurWorld Partners are experienced in delivering authentication and secure access solutions in nearly 50 countries. The RSA SecurWorld Partner Locator provides a tool for customers to find a partner that will meet their needs. To ensure your details are displayed correctly on the Partner Locator, please keep your Company Profile up-to-date via the My Account section of the Partner Portal.
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Contacts

Americas Headquarters
Corporate Headquarters
RSA Security Inc.
174 Middlesex Turnpike
Bedford, MA 01730
Tel: +1 781-515-5000
       +1 800-732-8743
       (800-SECURID)
Fax: +1 781-515-5010

International Headquarters
RSA Security UK Ltd.
RSA House
Western Road
Bracknell
Berkshire RG12 1RT
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1344 781 000
Fax: +44 1344 781 010

RSA Security Australia Pty Ltd
Level 3, 110 Walker St.
North Sydney, NSW, 2060
Australia
Tel: +61 2 9463 8400
Fax: +61 2 9955 0826

Local Offices
To locate an RSA Security office near you, visit this link:
http://www.rsasecurity.com/node.asp?id=1052

RSA Security Distributors
A current list of RSA Security Authorized Distributors can be found on the RSA Security partner locator. To search for a distributor in your area visit:
http://partnerfinder.rsasecurity.com/PartnerLocator/plhome.aspx

The information in this document is subject to change without notice. This document is believed to be accurate and reliable, but the statements contained herein are presented without express or implied warranty.